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Conducting ballistic magnetoresistance and tunneling magnetoresistance:
Pinholes and tunnel barriers
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This letter shows that conducting ballistic and tunneling magnetoresistances have identical physical
treatments and, therefore, it is not possible to distinguish whether an experiment is measuring, in
oxide barriers, electron conduction through pinholes or tunneling because both types of conduction
are governed by the same physics. Currents in both cases are calculated by matching wave functions
at the electrodes~both are ballistic!. Therefore, pinholes or small ballistic nanocontacts in the tunnel
barrier allow conducting ballistic electrons that account for most of the current. We also show that,
in the case of nonsuperconducting materials, e.g., magnetic materials, current–voltage
characteristics are not suitable to distinguish one process from the other. ©2000 American
Institute of Physics.@S0003-6951~00!04835-X#
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Experiments in ferromagnetic (F)/oxide(O)/
superconductor(S) junctions were done to determine the sp
polarization of the electron tunneling fromF to S by using
the properties of theSgap.1 In all the experiments performe
with 3d metals, the electron polarization at the Fermi lev
(Ef) was found to be positive; however, band-structu
calculations2 had shown that the polarization atEf of 3d
metals~Ni and Co! is negative due to the large density ofd
minority electrons; i.e., the minority electrons atEf have a
larger density of states than the majority electrons. The
that the polarization observed was positive for alld metals
was interpreted as indicative that, even when the bulk m
rial is negatively polarized, the tunnel electrons ares elec-
trons, being positively polarized atEf .1,3,4 On the other
hand, recent experiments had shown very large value
ballistic magnetoresistance~BMR!, up to 300%, in nanocon
tacts bridging two 3d ferromagnets~Ni and Co! at room
temperature~RT! and for a maximum applied magnetic fie
of 120 Oe.5 Furthermore, the theory to understand these
periments shows5 that in this case the electrons were neg
tively polarized; i.e., the experimental results are explain
by considering an overwhelming large density of states od
electrons with respect tos electrons atEf .

The theory for BMR~Ref. 5! shows that for the case o
identical ferromagnets at both sides of the nanocontact,

BMR5
Rap2Rp

Rp
5

2P2

12P2 3F~l,kf !, ~1!

where Rap and Rp are the resistance for the antiferroma
netic and ferromagnetic configurations.P5(D↑2D↓)/(D↑
1D↓) is the electron polarization assuming that all the el
tronss andd have the same ballistic transmitivity, approx
mately unity, through the contact;l andkf are the domain-
wall width and the Fermi vector, respectively, andF is a
function describing the domain-wall scattering or nons
conservation in the current. Ifl at the nanocontact is ver
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small ~a few atomic layers! then we are in the nonadiabat
limit F51, spins cannot flip by domain-wall collision an
spin conservation occurs. Then, we obtain very large mag
toresistance~MR! if the polarization prefactor is large,5

BMR5
2P2

12P2 . ~2!

This is the same expression that has been deduced for
plaining tunneling magnetoresistance,6 or one can also use
(Rap2Rp)/Rap52P2/(11P2) Julliere’s formula.6,7 Identi-
cal expressions are obtained for conductive ballistic mag
toresistance and tunneling magnetoresistance~TMR! if it is
assumed that all electrons~s andd! have the same tunnelin
probability.6,7 This is not so becauses electrons have large
tunnel transmitivities thand electrons. From theory,P can be
generalized to be4

Pg5
~Ds↑2Ds↓!ts1~Dd↑2Dd↓!td

~Ds↑1Ds↓!ts1~Dd↑1Dd↓!td
, ~3!

where (Ds↑ , Ds↓) and (ts ,td) are density of states and tran
mitivities for s and d electrons up and down atEf . By in-
serting Expression~3! into ~1!, both tunneling and conduct
ing experimental results can be explained. Notice thats

;e2f1/2l andtd;e2(f1EL)1/2l , whereEL and l are the angu-
lar momentum energy and barrier width.4 Also, for 3d met-
als, band-structure calculations show thatDs↑.Ds↓ and
Dd↓.Dd↑ . Therefore, for tunneling, thes electrons domi-
nate and the polarization could be positive forl>0.4 nm and
for Ds↑.Ds↓ ,2,3 which is in agreement with experiments1

However, in conducting ballistic BMR experiments with N
and Co,ts;td;1, Dd↓@Dd↑ , Ds↑ ,Ds↓ ,2 and the polariza-
tion is negative as shown by the BMR experiments.5

If the two electrodes are different ferromagnets F1 a
F2, the prefactor in formula~1! becomes 2Pg1Pg2 /(1
2Pg1Pg2), where nowPg1 andPg2 are the polarizations for
F1 and F2 according to formula~3!.

Why is the same formula valid for BMR and TMR? Th
answer is that both processes are due to the same phy
1 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
IP license or copyright; see http://apl.aip.org/apl/copyright.jsp
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principles and are obtained by matching the wave functi
at both sides of the contact~or of the tunnel barrier, which
for the case, is the same!. The only difference is in the trans
mitivities; for conducting ballistic electrons the transmitivi
values are of the order of unity, while for tunneling the tran
mitivities decay exponentially withl. But, this brings up the
question: how do we know in an experiment if we ha
tunneling or conducting electrons? There is no way to kn
and this cannot be known because both processes
ballistic.4,8,9 In experiments with superconductors, observ
tions of superconducting gaps, phonon excitations, Andr
reflection, etc., are common to both conducting ballistic a
tunneling electrons. The distinction between ballistic a
tunneling currents may be obtained by comparing in de
the dependence of conductances withT and V, and then
differences in the behavior of the currents appear becaus
the presence of the superconductor gap. However, in con
tances between two magnetic electrodes the subtleties e
ing in superconductors disappear and conducting ballisti
tunneling currents cannot be distinguished and, theref
from MR measurements alone it is not possible to distingu
if the currents result from tunneling or from pinholes. Noti
that a pinhole of;1 nm size contributes as much as a;1-
mm-size tunnel barrier~1 nm width of Al2O3!.

It has been proposed that conduction from pinholes
tunneling in oxide barriers can be distinguished fro
current–voltage (I –V) characteristics.10 The argument is
that theI –V are linear for conduction through pinholes a
nonlinear for tunneling. However, it should be mention
that I –V tunneling characteristics between metallic ele
trodes at lowT andV should also be linear. This is what on
obtains from tunneling theory, but not otherwise becausI
}V3exp(2Af l ).4 We suggest that the nonlinear charact
istics in Ref. 10 may arise as a consequence of a semi
ducting state formed at the ferromagnet–oxide interfac
The curves of Figs. 1 and 2 in Ref. 10 are typical for sem
conducting electrodes. Also, theI –V characteristics for
small nanocontacts or pinholes are nonlinear. In Fig. 1,I –V
curves for nanocontacts in Ni show that for very small na
cotacts~n51 – 7 quanta of conductance 2e2/h!, the I –V are
nonlinear and become linear when the nanocontacts
larger. This may be due to some electron–electron inte
tion that is important for smalln. It should be mentioned tha
whenn51 – 3 we have measured BMR up to 300%. Simi
I –V curves were measured for Au nanocontacts.11 Then, the
I –V characteristics are not valid criteria to indicate pinho
or tunnel conductance. The only way to distinguish pinho
from tunnel barrier currents is by measuring the depende
of the current with the insulator thickness. In the case
tunneling, the dependence is exponential; however, in m
netic multilayers this cannot be done. Only local prob
such as scanning tunneling microscopy, can see those ef
that are local, i.e., in some points of the film, the conduct
is by tunneling, and in others, by pinholes.

There is a point that should be stressed. For thick oxi
it is possible that the pinholes in the barrier are all oxidiz
and also, that long pinholes larger than, say, 3–5 nm ma
nonballistic. However, in the case of thin oxides with res
tance smaller than 104 V or barrier thickness smaller than
or 2 nm, it is hazardous to claim only tunneling and
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conducting ballistic pinholes or nanocontacts currents, an
will not be surprising that the MR contributions are dom
nated by pinholes because in this cased electrons will con-
tribute and these are the ones that produce large MR va
because of their high density of states atEf .

We can estimate the values off, the tunnel barrier
height, from the experimental measurements of resistanc
there is no tunnel barrier,f,0, then it is conducting ballis-
tic, T'1, the resistance of one atom is approximately 104 V,
the quantum of resistance. Therefore, for 1mm2, the resis-
tance is;1023 V ~1 mm2;107 surface atoms!. When the
tunnel barrier is present, the resistance for the 1mm2 area is
RT(1 mm2)'(1023/TT)V, whereTT is the tunneling trans-
mitivity, and thenf ~in eV! is

f1/252
1

10l
logS 1023

RT
D , ~4!

with the barrier thicknessl in nanometers. For resistances
200 and 106 V in a 100mm2 area andl'2.5 nm, we have
f'0.45 and;1.03 eV, respectively. It is hard to believ
that with a 0.45 eV mean tunneling barrier in 100mm2, there
are no pinholes.

Another point is that we have discussed the case
which F51 in formula ~1! ~the case of spin conservation!;
i.e., whenkfl tends to zero. However, this is not necessar
true and, in fact, we have shown5 that for BMR the product
kfl grows with the contact size andF decreases very fast
which reduces the BMR effect~nonconservation of the spin!.
A similar behavior will occur in tunneling. In fact, it will be

FIG. 1. I –V experimental curves for ballistic Ni nanocontacts for the qua
of conductancen51 – 7. Notice the nonlinearity for smalln. For n57, the
curves are linear up to 0.5 V bias. Forn,3, values of BMR up to 300%
were observed~see Ref. 5!.
IP license or copyright; see http://apl.aip.org/apl/copyright.jsp
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more pronounced because of a larger interface area. Th
fore, the TMR is not given only by the polarization prefact
in formula ~1!, but one has to take into account the functi
F as well. This will be discussed in detail in a forthcomin
paper which will consider the influence of the interface ma
netic properties through the functionF. Therefore, MR can
be small even if the polarization is large due to noncons
vation of spin by scattering with domain walls.5 In fact, this
is what happens in bulk ferromagnets due to the la
domain-wall width.

This work has been supported by the Spanish DGIC
The author thanks his students Y.-W. Zhao and M. Mun˜oz
for producing the curves of Fig. 1.
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